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This story takes place in the 1920s. Fenella is setting off on a journey with her grandmother. 

The Journey
The Picton boat was due to leave at half-past eleven. It was a beautiful night, mild 
and starry. Only when they got out of the cab and started to walk down the Old 
Wharf1 that jutted out into the harbour, a faint wind blowing off the water ruffled 
under Fenella’s hat, and she put up her hand to keep it on. 

Fenella’s father pushed on with quick, nervous strides. Beside him, her grandma 
bustled along. As well as her luggage strapped into a neat sausage, Fenella 
clasped her grandma’s umbrella, and the handle, which was a swan’s head, kept 
giving her shoulder a sharp little peck as if it too wanted her to hurry. Men, their 
caps pulled down, their collars turned up, swung by; a few women all muffled2 
scurried along; and one tiny boy, only his little arms and legs showing out of a white 
woolly shawl, was jerked along angrily between his father and mother.

Then suddenly, so suddenly that Fenella and her grandma both leapt, there sounded 
from behind the largest shed, “Mia-oo-oo-O-O!”

“First whistle,” said her father and they came in sight of the Picton boat. All strung, 
all beaded with round golden lights, the boat looked as if it was more ready to sail 
among stars than out into the cold sea. People pressed along the gangway. First 
went her grandma, then her father, then Fenella. 

“There, mother, there’s your luggage!” said Fenella’s 
father, giving grandma another sausage-shaped bundle.

“Thank you, Frank.”

“And you’ve got your cabin tickets safe?”

“Yes, dear.”

“And your other tickets?”

Grandma felt for them inside her glove and showed him the tips. He sounded stern, 
but Fenella, eagerly watching him, saw that he looked tired and sad. 

“Mia-oo-oo-O-O!” The second whistle blared just above their heads.

“You’ll give my love to father,” Fenella saw her father’s lips say. And her grandma, 
very agitated, answered, “Of course I will, dear.”

Fenella quickly turned her back on them, swallowed once, twice, and frowned 
terribly at a little green star on a mast head. But she had to turn round again; her 
father was going.

“Good-bye, Fenella. Be a good girl.” Fenella caught hold of his coat.

“How long am I going to stay?” she whispered anxiously. He shook her off gently, 
and said, “We’ll see about that. Here! Where’s your hand?” He pressed a coin into 
her palm. “Here’s a shilling in case you should need it.”
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4 Look at paragraph 4 (beginning ‘“First whistle,” …’).

  How does the writer create an effective description of what the Picton boat 
looks like?

 Give two ways.

  1 

  2 

5 Look at lines 18–25 (‘“There, mother … tired and sad.’).

 What did Fenella recognise?

 Tick one.

Her grandmother’s answers were quiet.

Her father wanted to travel with them.

Her father’s words hid his real feelings.

Her grandmother felt sad about the tickets.

6  ‘Fenella quickly turned her back on them, swallowed once, twice, and 
frowned terribly at a little green star on a mast head.’ (lines 29–30)

 Why did Fenella behave in this way?

 Tick one.

to avoid being seen with her family

to stop herself from getting upset

to show she didn’t like the boat

to make her father leave quickly

2 marks

R5

1 mark

R1

1 mark

R2
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4 Look at paragraph 4 (beginning ‘“First whistle,” …’).

  How does the writer create an effective description of what the Picton boat 
looks like?

 Give two ways.

  1 

  2 

5 Look at lines 18–25 (‘“There, mother … tired and sad.’).

 What did Fenella recognise?

 Tick one.

Her grandmother’s answers were quiet.

Her father wanted to travel with them.

Her father’s words hid his real feelings.

Her grandmother felt sad about the tickets.

6  ‘Fenella quickly turned her back on them, swallowed once, twice, and 
frowned terribly at a little green star on a mast head.’ (lines 29–30)

 Why did Fenella behave in this way?

 Tick one.

to avoid being seen with her family

to stop herself from getting upset

to show she didn’t like the boat

to make her father leave quickly

2 marks

R5

1 mark

R1

1 mark

R2
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7 How can you tell that Fenella’s father was caring?

 Use evidence from the text in your answer.

 

 

8  The writer uses language and sentence structures to make events more 
dramatic as Fenella’s father leaves.

  Underline one word or phrase in the passage below and explain how it 
makes events more dramatic.

  ‘But he was gone. A bell rang; a whistle shrilled. Silently the dark wharf 

began to slip, to slide, to edge away from them. Now there was a rush of 

water between. The strip of water grew broader, darker. Now the Picton 

boat began to swing round steady, pointing out to sea.’ (lines 36–40)

 Explanation:

 

 

9 Look at lines 43–46 (‘“Yes grandma!” ... “Yes, grandma.”’).

  Find and copy the phrase which shows that Fenella’s grandmother had 
travelled by boat before.

 

1 mark

R2

2 marks

R5

1 mark

R1
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This is a magazine article by Karen Muller from the National Geographic News.

Big Roar!

It’s the end of the dry season on the Araguari River in Brazil, and the water level 
is low. The moon is full. Suddenly an ominous roar rolls through the jungle, like the 
rumble of an oncoming train. A vast wall of water comes hurtling straight up the 
river. The native Tupi Indians call it poroc-poroc – big roar. It’s a tidal wave.

The phenomenon is “a wave that forms at the head of the incoming tide in rivers 
or estuaries,” explains surfer and researcher Tom Wright. “It’s a tidal wave or bore, 
not to be confused with a tsunami.”

A tidal bore can travel more than 20 miles an hour and gets stronger as the 
river gets narrow and shallower, reaching recorded heights of up to 30 feet. The 
pororoca, as the bores are called in Brazil, has been known to reach more than 
180 miles inland. “Two principal factors affect the size and strength of bores,” said 
Victor Miguel Ponce, a professor at San Diego State University. “The magnitude of 
the tidal range and the shape of the river at its estuary.”

The Earth’s tides are caused by the gravitational pull of both the Sun and Moon on 
the Earth’s waters. High spring tides occur whenever the Earth, Moon, and Sun line 
up and reinforce each other.  Weather and coastal effects also have an impact on 
tides. Strong winds sweeping in from the sea can cause higher-than-expected water 
levels. “Extreme conditions leading to a storm surge can also produce a tidal bore 
in a river that might not usually have one,” Wright said.

But not every river has a bore, no matter how spectacular the local tides. “For a bore 
to occur, the shape of the river at its estuary – near its mouth – has to be shallow 
and uniform, with just the right depth to accommodate the incoming wall of water,” 
Ponce noted.
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10  What is the main purpose of this text?

 Tick one.

to encourage you to go and see the tidal bores of the Amazon

to give you information about tidal bores and surfing

to persuade you to learn more about the tidal bores of the Amazon

to tell you what people think of surfing on tidal bores
 

11  Look at lines 43–45.

  Explain two ways the text shows how enthusiastic Serginho Laus is about   
surfing the pororoca.

 Use a quotation from the text to support each point.

Way the text shows how  enthusiastic 
Serginho Laus is about surfing the 
pororoca

Supporting quotation

1

2

1 mark

R3

2 marks

R7
2 marks

R5
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 Use a quotation from the text to support each point.
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12  Number the following sections from 1–5 to show the order in which they 
appear in the text.

 One has been done for you.

definition of what a tidal bore is

information and opinions about surfing on tidal bores

information about well-known tidal bores

description of the sight and sound of a tidal bore 1

explanation of what causes a tidal bore

13  Complete the table below with an example of each of the following types of 
language from the text.

Type of language Example from the text

subject-specific language about tidal 
bores

colloquial / informal language

1 mark

R4

2 marks

R4
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This text was written by Peter Bacigalupi 
after the earthquake of 1906 in San 
Francisco. He gives an account of the 
earthquake as he woke up and later headed 
to his shop, which sold records and pianos.

Earthquake

On the morning of the 18th of April I was awakened from a sound slumber 
by a terrific trembling, which acted in the same manner as would a bucking 
broncho1. I sat up in bed with a start. My bed was going up and down in all 
directions at once, while all about me I heard screams, wails, and crashing of 
breaking china-ware and nick-nacks. I was very quietly watching the clock on the 
mantelpiece, which was doing a fancy stunt, while the ornaments in the parlor2 
could be heard crashing to the floor. A great portion of plaster right over the 
head of my bed fell all around me, and caused a cloud of dust, which was very 
hard to breathe through. 

I did not get up until the quake was over, then dressed in a hurry, with the 
thought in mind that there must have been a great deal of damage done down 
town. I managed to get a cup of coffee with the gas that remained in the pipes, 
which was very slow work indeed. 

I started to walk down town, and arriving within about eight blocks of the 
business district, noted that there were hardly any panes of glass left in any of 
the show windows. When I got still further down I began to see still further 
vagaries of this sleeping giant, which had so disturbed us. Buildings were 
tumbled over on their sides, others looked as though they had been cut off 
short with a cleaver3, the whole front having fallen through the sidewalk into the 
basement. 

On seeing this, my first thought was of the condition of the records in my store. I 
hurried as much as possible, but did not make much headway since the majority 
of people were hurrying in the opposite direction. They were taking to the hills. 
Some were dragging trunks; others carrying suitcases on their shoulders. 

There were also a great many comical sights such as a woman carrying ironing 
boards and an iron. One woman carried a parrot’s cage in one hand, while in 
the other was a bundle of clothes, hurriedly gathered together. I noticed that 
the bottom of the cage was gone, having doubtlessly dropped out on the way 
without being missed. 

On reaching 7th Street, I noted that Mission Street, one block from Market 
Street, the street on which I was walking, was in flames. I again hurried on, and 
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23 Look at lines 14–20.

  State three different types of damage the earthquake caused in the 
business district.

  1 

  2 

  3 

24 Look at lines 21–24.

  What prevented the writer from moving quickly through the streets of the 
business district?

 Tick three.

People carrying trunks got in his way.

Buildings were tumbling into the streets.

People carrying suitcases got in his way.

He was walking against the flow of most people.

So many people were heading the same way as him.

A few people were rushing straight at him.

2 marks

R1

2 marks

R2
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23 Look at lines 14–20.

  State three different types of damage the earthquake caused in the 
business district.

  1 

  2 

  3 

24 Look at lines 21–24.

  What prevented the writer from moving quickly through the streets of the 
business district?

 Tick three.

People carrying trunks got in his way.

Buildings were tumbling into the streets.

People carrying suitcases got in his way.

He was walking against the flow of most people.

So many people were heading the same way as him.

A few people were rushing straight at him.

2 marks

R1

2 marks

R2
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25 ‘… a massive wall of flame eating up that district of the town.’ (line 32)

 (a) What is this an example of?

  Tick one.

simile

alliteration

personification

paradox

 (b) Comment on the effect created by the words in the quotation.

  

  

  

26 ‘… automobiles, which were doing ambulance duty …’ (line 34)

 What does this mean?

  

  

  

1 mark

R4

2 marks

R4

1 mark

R2
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27 ‘Immediately across the street from my store …’ (line 36)

 What is meant by ‘Immediately’?

 Tick one.

now

straight away

straight

at once

28 Look at the final paragraph. 

  Give two reasons for the writer’s sense of wonder at what he saw when he 
reached the phonograph salesroom.

  1 

  2 

1 mark

R4

2 marks

R2
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 What is meant by ‘Immediately’?
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28 Look at the final paragraph. 

  Give two reasons for the writer’s sense of wonder at what he saw when he 
reached the phonograph salesroom.
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29 Look at the first and final paragraphs. 

  Use ticks to show the effects of the earthquake at the writer’s home and at 
the shop.

Effect At home At the shop

objects shaking and crashing

heat from the flames

breathing difficulties

overturned pianos 

2 marks

R6
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